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For the second year in a row, #ArchiveHour is going global by having the International Council on Archives (ICA) as a guest host!

#ArchiveHour is a Twitter event set up by the Archives and Records Association of the UK and Ireland (ARA) and it was first created as a ‘space’ for the Archival/Records Management sector to talk about the issues in the profession, it is a place to get informed advice on the topics that interest you… but also have fun too!

#InternationalArchiveHour will take place on the last Thursday of the month, from 2 to 3pm GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), hosted by ARA, ICA and ALA! Everyone is welcome!

**When?**
24th of February 2022

**What time?**
From 2 to 3pm GMT (Greenwich Mean Time)

**Event duration**
1 hour
How it works?

01 On the **24th of February** we are holding International Archive Hour which will look at #ArchivesAreYou as the main theme of the event.

02 **Six questions** will be tweeted from the @archivehour and @ICAArchiv Twitter accounts in **ten-minute intervals**, from 2pm to 3pm GMT on that day.

03 The idea is to get the conversation going for each one of the questions! We would like to hear your thoughts and comments.

04 All the tweet answers should start with **“Q1 – Q2 – Q3 – Q4 – Q5 – Q6 + the event hashtags”** #ArchiveHour #InternationalArchiveHour #HeureInternationaleDesArchives #HoraInternacionalDeLosArchivos

05 There are no specific guidelines for the promotional materials, feel free to use GIFs or images (as long as they are appropriate for the event and not considered offensive to anyone) and **please use #ArchiveHour on all tweets too!**

06 Once the event is over, a Wakelet folder will be created collecting all tweets that contain **#ArchiveHour** and it will be publicly available through a link in the Archive Hour bio.
Following the thread

1 question will be tweeted out every 10 minutes during the hour

Q1 – Q2 – Q3 – Q4 – Q5 – Q6

We look for 😊 😄 😨 😊
Start your tweet with Q1 & use #ArchiveHour

You can also use....
#InternationalArchiveHour
#HeureInternationaleDesArchives
#HoraInternacionaldelosArchivos

Mr. Archivist
Influencer
Join us!